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Open Healing Evening  Date:  -      5 July 2016 

Zutphen Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Marie´s MeetingPlace 
               Lievevrouwestraat 22 
               7201 NG, Zutphen 
               0575-543715 /  06-12295443 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -      5 July 2016 
 
 

 
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  -      25 August 2016 

Amsterdam Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - LUMEN 
               Nieuwe Keizersgracht 58 
               1018 DT Amsterdam 
                06-48465097 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

  Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -      25 August 2016 
  
                             

                       
 

Open Healing Evening  Date:  -   30 August 2016 

Amersfoort Time:  -  19:30 to 22:00 
          Coffee & Tea: 19:00 
 Place: - Mens en Intuitie  
                  Stovestraat 25 
                   3811 KA Amersfoort 
                   06-48465097 

Joseph Holzer -   06-48465097 Cost:  - 12 €  or donation 

   Website - www.spiritual-arts-academy.com/open-healing-
evening/ 

Next Date:  -     30 August 2016 
                             
 

   



Connection with the Seven Archangels Surrounding 
the Body 

 
 

1) A short Hello - Special Introduction to new participants; 
 
2) Place names in bowl for long distance healing;  
 
3) Set up the healing space - (Call in our angels, guides and helpers);  
 
4) Greet the Community of the Archangels of Creation; 
 
5) Set Connections with the Angels of the Higher Laws (Angels of High Magic); 
 
6) Find our Space - take a few moments to become aware of our body & spirit; 
 
7) Ground, ground the room, center, run energy;  
 
8) Perform Ki-Breathing;  
 
9) Prayer of the evening – St. Theresa’s Prayer; 
 
10) Take a Moment to Express Gratitude; 
 
11) Connection with the Seven Archangels Surrounding the Body; 
 
12) Perform grounding and centering;   
 
13) Perform Ki-Breathing; 
 
14) Perform Golden Sun Fill-Up; 
 
15) Close (with thanks) the Open Healing Evening;  
 
16) Closing Prayer 
 



 
St. Theresa’s Prayer 

May today there be peace within.  May we trust our highest power that we are 
exactly where we are meant to be. May we not forget the infinite possibilities 

that are born of faith. May we use those gifts that we have received, and pass on 
the love that has been given to us. May we be content knowing we are children 
of God. Let his presence settle into our bones, and allow our soul the freedom 

to sing, dance, praise and love. It is there for each and every one of us.  

 
 
 

   Closing Prayer 
 

Peace is in the heaven; peace is on the earth; and in the waters. 
The herbs, the plants and the trees are all full of peace. 

The Gods are peaceful. 
Everything in the universe is pervaded by peace. 

May this eternal, universal peace enter our souls and being. 
Peace, peace, peace be unto us all.    -   Amen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Connection with the Seven Archangels Surrounding 
the Body 

 
 

Introduction & Discussion 
 
In today’s Open Healing Evening, we shall both be exploring the nature of the creation 
of Perfect Symbols to connect with Powers of the Archangels, and then to employ 
these Perfect Symbols for healing and empowerment. An activation of the perfect 
symbol shall activate the Powers of the Archangels, either individually or as a Unity.  
 
The manner in which the Perfect Symbols shall be created is through the powers of the 
Angels of High Magic. Specifically, the Angels of High Magic shall connect us to three 
Forces to create the Perfect Symbols of the Archangels: the “Idea Force” of the Mind of 
god; the Universal Consciousness; and the Transcendental Consciousness. These 
Perfect Symbols shall be Universal, meaning that each shall be the “classic” symbol 
associated with the particular Archangel, and are as follows: 

 
• The Air Swirled Sword for the Archangel Raphael; 
• The Burning Rod for the Archangel Michael;  
• The Water Filled Cup for the Archangel Gabriel;  
• The Metal-Mirror Shield for the Archangel Auriel; 
• The Four-studded Crown for the Archangel Metatron;  
• The Double Pyramid Cube for the Archangel Sandalaphon;  
• The Chord for the Archangel Savaviel.  

 
Once the Perfect Symbols have been created, they need to be embodied or embedded 
so that they may be activated, either individually or as a unity (as a group). A novel 
manner in which to do this is to place each Perfect Symbol within a Hyper-Cosmic 
Cross. A Cosmic Cross is comprised of three orthogonal (perpendicular) Magic Circles 
that they form the shape of a globe. In the Hyper-Cosmic Cross, a fourth Magic Circle 
is added that is orthogonal to the other three, but can be displayed in three-
dimensional space. Each of these are then placed around each of our subtle bodies as 
follows: 

• The Angels of High Magic set two concentric Magic Circles around:  
o The Causal Body 
o The Mental Body 
o The Astral Body 
o The Etheric/Physical Body 

• The Angels of High Magic then set the Perfect Symbols within the Hyper-
Cosmic Cross as follows for each body; 
o The Air Swirled Sword between the two Magic Circles to the front; 
o The Burning Rod between the two Magic Circles to the right; 
o The Water Filled Cup between the two Magic Circles to the back;  



o The Metal-Mirror Shield between the two Magic Circles to the left; 
o The Four-studded Crown “between the two Magic Circles” to above us;  
o The Double Pyramid Cube “between the two Magic Circles” to below us;  
o The Chord “within the inner and the outer Magic Circles”. 

• Request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of One for the two 
concentric Magic Circles between each body, so that in actuality they and 
what is in-between the two circles is one (the same). 
 

Now to enable that we may make requests to have all the archangels operate on a single 
request, we shall: 

• Request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of Unity so that the seven 
Perfect Symbols may perform functions as a unity, meaning that the Powers 
of the seven Archangels operate as a unity. 

 
This in essence constitutes the embodying/embedding process. Now when the system of 
two concentric Magic Circles around any of the bodies is activated, then the whole system 
within all of the bodies shall become activated. Then we may make requests to the Powers 
of a particular Archangel to perform certain function via formulae, or via the Angels of 
High Magic. The formulae may take the form of: 

• “I am now activating the name of symbol of name of archangel.” 
 
When we wish to activate the Unity of archangels, the formulae becomes: 

• “I am now activating the Unity of the Symbols for the Unity of the Powers of 
the Archangels. 

 
Now we are in a position to make request for work to be done; this work may be healing, 
empowerments, protection, steps of growth and so forth.  

 
 
Practice  
 
Step 1: Initial Connections 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to connect us to:  

• The “Idea Force” of the Mind of god;  
• The Universal Consciousness; 
• The Transcendental Consciousness. 

 
Step 2: Creation of the Perfect Symbols 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic, the “Idea Force” of the Mind of god, the 
Universal Consciousness, and the Transcendental Consciousness to create the Perfect 
Symbols: 

• The Air Swirled Sword symbolizing the Power of Archangel Raphael; 
• The Burning Rod symbolizing the Power of Archangel Michael;  



• The Water Filled Cup symbolizing the Power of Archangel Gabriel;  
• The Metal-Mirror Shield symbolizing the Power of Archangel Auriel; 
• The Four-studded Crown symbolizing the Power of Archangel Metatron;  
• The Double Pyramid Cube symbolizing the Power of Archangel 

Sandalaphon;  
• The Chord symbolizing the Power of Archangel Savaviel.  

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to set a hypercosmic cross around each 
perfect symbol. 
 
Step 3: Embodying/embedding of the Perfect Symbols 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to set two concentric Magic Circles around: 

• The Causal Body 
• The Mental Body 
• The Astral Body 
• The Etheric/Physical Body 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to set the Perfect Symbols within the Hyper-
Cosmic Cross as follows for each body: 

• The Air Swirled Sword between the two Magic Circles to the front; 
• The Burning Rod between the two Magic Circles to the right; 
• The Water Filled Cup between the two Magic Circles to the back;  
• The Metal-Mirror Shield between the two Magic Circles to the left; 
• The Four-studded Crown “between the two Magic Circles” to above us;  
• The Double Pyramid Cube “between the two Magic Circles” to below us;  
• The Chord “within the inner and the outer Magic Circles”. 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of One for each of the two 
concentric Magic Circles between each body, so that in actuality they and that which is in-
between the two circles are one (the same). 
 
 
Step 4: Creating a Unity of the Perfect Symbols 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to invoke the Law of Unity so that the seven 
Perfect Symbols may perform function as a Unity. 

 
 

Step 5: Experiencing Healing, Empowerments and so forth through the Powers of 
the archangels via their Perfect Symbols 

 
“I am now activating the Four-studded Crown symbolic of the Power of Archangel 
Metatron so that I may receive a healing/clearing of that which is blocking my relationship 
with Divinity.” 



 
“I am now activating the Double Pyramid Cube symbolic of the Power of Archangel 
Sandalaphon so that I may have presence on the spot of earth upon which I stand, no 
matter where it may be.”  
 
“I am now activating the Double Pyramid Cube symbolic of the Power of Archangel 
Sandalaphon so that I may receive a healing/clearing of that which is blocking my sense of 
family with all life in manifestation.”  
 
“I am now activating the Air Swirled Sword symbolic of the Power of Archangel Raphael 
so that I may receive a healing/clearing of that which is blocking my forward progress.”  

 
“I am now activating the Air Swirled Sword symbolic of the Power of Archangel Raphael 
so that I may receive a insight into what possibilities and opportunities lay before me and 
what may be the associated risks.”  
 
“I am now activating the Burning Rod symbolic of the Power of Archangel Michael so that 
I may receive a healing/clearing of that which is blocking my ideas and understanding of 
“Rightness” my ability to see my problems in full clarity and perspective.”  

 
“I am now activating the Water Filled Cup symbolic of the Power of Archangel Gabriel so 
that I may become open to the capacity to love life by every possible means.  
 
“I am now activating the Water Filled Cup symbolic of the Power of Archangel Gabriel so 
that I may become fertile in every way of soul, mind, and body.  
 
“I am now activating the Metal-Mirror Shield symbolic of the Power of Archangel Auriel 
so that I may receive a healing/clearing of that which is blocking my ability for reflection 
and self-reflection and to be able to examine things in a more accurate and comprehensive 
manner.  
 
“I am now activating the Chord symbolic of the Power of Archangel Savaviel so that I 
may receive a healing/clearing of that which is blocking my capacity to observe Truth, and 
to gain a deeper understanding to the meaning of my affairs and the purpose of my life 
path on earth.”  
 
“I am now activating the via the Law of Unity the 7 Symbols symbolic of the Power of the 
seven Archangels so that I may receive a continuum of information on the play of life, and 
my life, during this incarnation 
 

 
Step 7: Closure 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to disconnect us to:  

• The “Idea Force” of the Mind of god;  



• The Universal Consciousness; 
• The Transcendental Consciousness. 

 
We shall request the Angels of High Magic to deactivate each Perfect Symbol and to 
deactivate our two concentric Magic Circles around each body.  

 


